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Towards a new model of nursing research
Nursing research is generally located v^thin the paradigm of the social
saences, and therefore reflects the concerns and agenda of sociai research In
particular, nursing has become embroiled in the ongoing dispute between the
advocates of qualitative and quantitative methodologies However, it is
argued in this paper that whereas the aim of social research is to develop
knowledge, the aim of nursmg research is pnmanly to advance practice This
paper offers an alternative model of nursing research which categonzes
approaches to research not according to the methodology employed but on
the extent to which the research process is likely to bnng about change
These approaches are termed level 1, level 2 and level 3 research, where level
1 researchers are concemed with generating information for others to
conceptualize and implement, while level 3 researchers see their aun as
directly bringing about cbmcai change Two approaches to level 3 research
are suggested, and examples of projects at all three levels are examined
Fmally, it is contended that only by adoptmg an appropnate model of
research for a practice-based disciplme can nursmg address the real issues of
relevance to nurses and patients m clmical settmgs

NURSING RESEARCH A N D THE

firom

PARADIGM OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Nursmg researdi appears to have readied a dilenuna
On the one hand, the contmumg academic development
of nursmg is aeatmg a demand foj major scholarly
worb on whidi to build a researdi-based profession
and nurse hitors are b e g ™ g to feel the pressure to
research and pubbsh as part of their new role m higher
educahon On the other hand, there are growmg signs
that nursmg research has lost its way There is dispute
about the very nahire of researdi and knowledge,
resultmg m several methodological schools whidi cannot agree even on first pnnaples, and there ,s a
widemng gap between nursing theonsts and practihoners, sudi that the fmdings and recommendahons
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a great deal of research is never hanslated mto

practical nursing mterventions
It IS the contenhon of this paper that the reason for
^ ^ ^ ^ confiision bes m the locahon of nursmg researdi
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^
^^^^odological disputes reflect an underlying disagree^^^^^ ^^out the nahire of sociai reality with its roots deep
^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ generaUy represented by two mam
^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ p^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^j emphasizes the
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ quantitative data and its ami is
^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^ predictable laws govemmg the
^^^^^^^ ^j individuals and whole societies, laws based
^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ discovered by systemahc
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ expenmentation (Cohen &
^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^j^ ^^ ^g^^ Durkhemi stated
that 'the fu-st and most fundamental rule is consider soaal
-,n-,o\
facts as thmgs (Durkheun 1938)
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Opposed to this positivist view of research is a broad
school of approaches which Cohen & Mamon (1985)
refer to as 'anti positivist', mdudmg phenomenology,
ethnomethodology and si^ribobc mteractionabsm, all of
which emphasize the importance of direct observation,
subjechve expenence and 'normal', as opposed to laboratory or experimental, sethngs They generally adopt a
quabtahve approach to data collection and as a counteractmg argument agamst Durkheim's advice, Harre &
Secord (1972) suggest that 'for saentific purposes, heat
people as if they were human bemgs'
These two approaches to research appear to be based
on opposmg views regardmg the nature of soaal reabty
and the role of soaal saence m uncovermg that reabty
August Comte, wntmg m the mid-nmeteenth century,
expressed the wish to construct 'a posihve saence of
soaety' based on 'mvanable laws' and saw experimental
empinasm as the appropnate method (Comte 1976)
Likewise, Diu-kheim (1938) postulated that 'collective
ways of actmg or thinking have a reality outside the
mdividual' and are therefore accessible to objechve and
systemahc observation and measurement
Opposed to this view of soaal reabty is the approach
which sees soaal saence as bemg concemed with somethmg more than du-ect, rational understandmg Hence,
Weber (1947) v^mtes about gomg beyond saentific
understandmg to 'accompbsh somethmg which is never
attamable m the natural saences, namely the subjective
understandmg of the action of the component
mdividuals' Weber seeks to distmguish between explanation (Erklaren) and understandmg (Verstehen) and
claims that, whereas the aim of the natural saences is
merely to explam, the aim of the soaal saences is to
understand Furthermore, for Weber, this understandmg
can only be subjective, therefore the supposedly objechve methods of saence must of necessity be rejected
Nursing research
Nursmg usually accepts this soaal saence model of
research a pnon, and without question Field & Morse
(1985) wnte of nursmg research
There are presently two major complementary approaches
to research These are known as the quanhtahve and
qualitahve methods Unfortunately, rather than developmg
skills m both fields and selectively utilizing an approach best
suited to theu problem, researchers often decide to restnct
their dioice of methodology to either quabtative or quanhtahve approaches
Field & Morse (1985) discuss a number of possible
reasons for what they refer to as this 'unfortimate
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schism', and conclude that it might m part be due to the
different ways that quantitative and qualitahve methods
generate theory and knowledge, smce 'm nursmg, the
pnmary purpose of both qualitative and quanhtahve
research is the same to develop knowledge' (Field &
Morse 1985)
This view of nursmg research is widely accepted
throughout the disciplme, and the observations made by
Field and Morse reflect the generally held consensus that
the appropnate home for nursmg research is withm the
paradigm of the soaal sciences However, what many
wnters overlook is that whereas the development of
knowledge might well be the stated goal of most social
research, nursing is essentially a practice-based discipline
2md thus the purpose of nursmg research should not be,
as Field and Morse and many other researchers claim,
to develop nursing knowledge, but to develop nursmg
praciice

It might be argued, of course, that a sound knowledge
base IS essential for good practice, but the simple, causal,
lmear relahonship between theory and practice is begmnmg to be challenged (Schon 1983, Benner 1984, Usher
& Bryant 1989) Thus, it is no longer enough for
academics and researchers to produce nursmg theones
and models m the hope that they will be automatically
translated mto good prachce the relahonship between
theory and practice is far too complex to permit theonsts
to make such an assumphon (Rolfe 1993)
This paper argues that adherence to the current social
saence model of research, with its aun of generatmg
knowledge and theory, is impeding the development of
good nursmg prachce It clauns that the distmction
between the positivist, quantitative approach and the
phenomenological, quabtahve approach is based on a
false dichotomy and that rather than bemg two distmct
and opposmg methodologies, they are two pomts along
the same continuum Furthermore, for nursmg and other
practitioner-based disaplmes, the contmuum extends to
a third position which hanscends and resolves the
subjective-objedive, posihvist—phenomenological distmction, creatmg the foundations of a new model of
research specifically designed for nursmg

TOWARDS A NEW MODEL OF NURSING
RESEARCH
The startmg pomt for the construdion of a new model of
nursmg research is the daim made by the positivist
school that research should be objechve Shipman (1972)
argues that objectivity is impossible, smce people
'are fully capable of adjustmg their behaviour and the
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Figure 1 A process model of research
mearung they give to events if a social saentist starts to
mvestigate their lives' People are, he claims, 'skilled
manipulators of sociai situations' and therefore expenmental methods m the soaal saences lack the precision
that they have m the natural saences, smce human
subjects do not behave in the same predictable fashion as
manimate objects
There is, however, another way m which objectivity is
compromised not only m the soaal sciences but m all
saentific research No matter how carefully the researcher
tnes to avoid bias m the collection of data, raw data eire
of bttle use they require analysis and interpretation And
smce there are many possible mterpretations that can be
placed on any findmgs (Lukes 1981), subjectivity is
mevitable if the results are to be of any practical use
The queshon is therefore not whether soaal and
nursmg research is subjective or objechve but at what
point, and by whom, a subjective mterpretation is mhoduced From this perspechve, it can be seen that positivist
and phenomenological methodologies simply represent
two stages m the transition from raw data to usable
research fmdmgs This process is displayed m Figure 1
These four levels are roughly analogous to the stages
of method, results, discussion and reconunendations m
research reports It will be argued that, with the exception
of level 0, which is the stage of carrying out the study,
each subsequent level represents a termination pomt for a
particular type of research, and that these levels form the
framework for a new way of conceptualizing nursmg
research

An example from nursmg would be a survey of patient
satisfachon with care on a particular ward, the results of
which might or might not be acted upon by the hospital
managers
It can be seen from Figure 1 that, although the report
of a level 1 study rmght attempt an smalysis of the results
and suggest certam reconunendations, its renut ends with
the presentation of the fmdmgs and it is the responsibibty
of someone other than the researcher to mterpret and
implement them Therefore, many comrmssioned projects
are at level 1, smce commissiomng bodies generally
require neutral results which they can then mterpret
accordmg to their parhcular needs and preconceptions,
and recommend or implement action m lme with their
own pobcies

LEVEL 2 RESEARCH
Level 2 research contmues the process to its next stage,
and IS pnmanly concemed with mearung and mterpretahon Some surveys and questionnaires are at this level,
but the majonty of level 2 studies employ a phenomenological methodology, which
advocates an approach to examinmg the empincal soaal
world which requires the researcher to mterpret the real
world from the perspective of the subjects of his mvestigation
(Filstead 1970)
Whereas level 1 researchers are asbng questions such as
'what?' and 'how many?', level 2 researchers are askmg
'why?' and 'how come?' They are not prepared to leave
these questions to others, bebevmg that the people m the
best position to provide the answers are not outside
agenaes but the researchers and subjects themselves
Furthennore, whereas level 1 studies produce informaiion
of use to planners and analysts, level 2 research mtegrates
that mformation mto a theoretical framework to produce

LEVEL 1 RESEARCH

knowledge

The purpose of level 1 research is, as far as possible, to
present objechve fmdmgs in a neuhal and unbiased
fashion Common methods are the survey and the
questionnaire, as these are usually considered to possess
high levels of objechvity Level 1 research reports may
mdude short discussion and recommendahon sections,
but the emphasis will be on the presentation of the
results The Census is a good example of a level 1 study,
since its fundion is to present a wide range of stahstical
data m neuh-al form to be mterpreted by pobcy makers
and sociai saentists for the purpose of analysis and social
plannmg

Typical methods employed m level 2 research are
semi-structured and unstructured mterviews, which allow
the subjects the opportumty to express their own
thoughts and feelmgs m depth and m their own words,
and parhapant observation, m which the researchers jom
the group they are mvestigatmg m order to expenence
themselves the reality of bemg a group member
There are many well-known examples of level 2
research in the sociai saences, for example, Goffman's
study of bfe mside a mental hospital m the 1950s
Goffman took a job as a ward orderly m order to
expenence mstituhonal bfe from the mside, and there is
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bttle doubt from readmg his book (Gofftnan 1968) that it
presents a very different picture than would the results of
a questiormaire However, many soaal saentists are
dishacted at this pomt mto argumg that either quantitative methods such as the questiormaire are better, smce
they are more accurate and objechve, or that qualitahve
methods such as partiapant observation are better, smce
they uncover findmgs which are more msightful and real
LEVEL 3 RESEARCH FOR A
PRACTICE-BASED PROFESSION
It has been dauned m this paper that the development of
nursmg practice is bemg mnpeded by the attempt to
apply a model of research which was designed to meet
the needs of one disaplme to another very different area
of study Whereas Weber's (1947) 'explanation versus
understandmg' debate might be relevant to an essentially
academic subject such as soaology, nursmg is a practicebased profession and makes different demands of
research
It IS not enough for nurses merely to explam and
understand, they must also put research fmdings mto
action and it is for this reason that nursmg requires a
model of its own, designed to address its own needs In
fact, by applymg the process model of research outlmed
earber m this paper, it can be seen that neither quantitative nor quabtative methods are better, they are simply
different, producmg different findings for different purposes Whereas level 1 researchers go pubbc with their
findmgs at the 'information' stage, presentmg objective
results for others to analyse, level 2 researchers see
analysis as part of the research process and take on the
task themselves, often with the help of their subjects
Furthennore, as a practice-based disaplme, nursmg has
the scope to go beyond the positivist-phenomenological
debate to a higher level of research activity The purpose
of level 3 research is not just to descnbe or explam, but
to change It could, of course, be argued that all research
aims to brmg about change but, as Figure 1 demonstrates,
the deasion to implement researdi fmdmgs and the
direction that the implementahon takes is usually m the
hands of outside agenaes Thus, the Census does not m
itself produce pobcy change, nor did Goffman's study
result m direct improvements m psychiatnc hospitals,
although other people might use his fmdmgs to argue for
reforms
Furthermore, many pubbshed researdi reports are
simply not read and aded upon by the people with the
power to implement their fmdmgs The difference
between level I and 2 research, on the one hand, and
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level 3 research on the other, is that level 3 researchers
retam conhol and direchon over the implementation of
their findmgs, and that the level 3 research process tiself
lmtiates change What is more, level 3 research transcends the quanhtative-quabtative dichotomy, smce any
method can be employed to bnng about change
In fact, it n\akes bttle sense to discuss research at this
level m terms of methods at all rather, we should speak
of a philosophy of, or attitude towards, research

Two approaches to level 3 research
It IS bemg argued that level 3 research is research m
which the impetus for change is somehow built into the
methodology There are many ways m which this could
be achieved, two of which will be exammed here Level 3
research, as outlined m this paper, is very similar to the
action research approach m education described by
Ebbutt (1985) as
The systematic study of attempts to change and improve
educahonal practice by groups of partiapants by means of
their own practical actions and by means of their own
reflection upon the effects of those actions
Usher & Bryant (1989) point out that this defimhon
makes four dauns about the nature of action research It
IS research which
1

2

3

4

IS camed out by practitioners, or at least, that
researchers are actually participating m the practices
bemg researched and working collaboratively with
practitioners,
improves practice through transformation of the
practice situation in the words of Schon (1983), 'the
practitioner has cm mterest m transforming the situation from what it is to somethmg he likes better',
mvolves a process of reflection on, and understanding of, action and its outcomes and of acting through
understemding,
IS systematic in its approach and is open to public
scrutiny and cntique

Subjective
It can be seen that level 3 research is necessanly
subjective m that the changes that it attempts to brmg
about are those which are considered desirable by the
researcher Furthermore, it breaks down the division
between researcher and practitioner by encouragmg the
nurse to reflect on his/her own prachce and to modify
practice as a result of those reflections
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This paper goes a step further by suggesting that level
3 research can also be camed out by patients and dients,
either m partnership with their practitioners or independently The first of the two approaches to be discussed
here will relate to practitioner-based research as reflective
practice and the second to client-based research as
co-operahve inquiry

Research as reflective practice
Kolb & Fry (1975) descnbe reflective practice m terms of
an expenential leammg cyde, mvolvmg observation and
reflection on an expenence, generalization and conceptualization from that reflection and active expenmentahon
to test the generalizations, resultmg m a modification of
the ongmal expenence It is a short step from here to
viewmg this cyde as a model for action research, with
observation and reflection stages representmg the collection of quantitative and qualitahve data respectively, the
generalization stage representmg the analysis of the data
and the active expenmentation stage representing the
unplementation of the research fmdmgs
It might be helpful to consider the process model of
resecirch descnbed earber m this paper superimposed on
the expenential leammg cycle, where the three levels can
be lmagmed as the pomts at which the researcher leaves
the cyde (Figure 2)
It can be seen that the level 1 researcher leaves the
cyde at the observation stage of the leammg process, the
level 2 researcher leaves at the conceptualization stage,
but the level 3 researcher can contmue round the cyde as
many tunes as necessary, constantly revismg and refimng
the mtervention
What this means, m prachce, is that the bamers
between the researcher and the practitioner are completely removed Research, m the form of reflective
practice, becomes part of everyday activity of nurses
They are constantly reflechng on their past and current
practice, conceptualizmg and generalizing from their
reflections and modifying their nursmg mtervenhons
accordingly
This process does not conform to the pattem of most
traditional research, m that there is often a sample of only
one subject and there is no extemal, objective person
coming m to 'do' the research It does, however, satisfy
the first three of the four cntena for an achon research
projed, outlined above by Usher & Bryant, in being
camed out by praditioners, improving practice by hansformmg the practice situation and involving reflechon on
action and its outcomes

Lsvet 3
Expenence

Active
expenmentation

Level 2

Observation and
reflection

Generalization and
conceptualization
Level 1

Figure 2 An expenential leammg cycle (after Kolb & Fry
1975)

The only other stage necessary is that the outcome be
made public and open to scrutmy, which is easily
achieved by nurses sharmg their reflections with colleagues This IS true level 3 research, where the researcher
retains complete control over how the findings ansmg
from the work are implemented mdeed, it is impossible
to separate the implementation from the research itself

Research as co-operative enquiry
Co-operative or new paradigm researdi was advocated m
the early 1980s as a direct challenge to the positivist
orthodoxy m social research It is an approach m which
research is viewed as bemg wtih and for people rather
than performed on them, and has been descnbed as
a way of domg research m which all those mvolved
contnbute both to the creative thinkmg that goes mto the
enterpnse — decidmg on what is to be looked at, the
methods of the mquuy, and makmg sense of what is found
out — and also contnbute to the action which is the subject
of the research
(Reason 1988)
Whereas reflective practice breaks down the distinction
between researcher and practitioner, co-operative mquiry
goes one step further and advocates that researcher,
practitioner and research subject be seen as equal partners,
each with a say m what is to be researched, how it will be
done, and how the findmgs will be presented and implemented It often involves the use of co-operative mquiry
groups, in which all participants carry out research on
themselves and the other members of the group
Co-operative inquiry is of particular interest to the
level 3 researcher because of its adherence to ownership of research findings and its emphasis on active
participation m implementation of those findmgs Hence
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Table 1 A new model of
nursmg research

Level 1

Levd2

Levd 3

Funchon
Methods
Stage m the research
process

Explanation
Usually quantitative
Presentation of
findmgs

Faalitatmg change
Can be either
Implementation of
findings

Outcome of research
Relationship of research
to nursmg

Information
Nursmg is mfonned
by research

Understandmg
Usually qualitative
Discussion and
mterpretation
of fmdmgs
Knowledge
Nursmg is based
on research

Co-operative inquiry seeks knowledge m achon and for
action Co-operative researchers may wnte books and
artides, but often the knowledge that is really important for
them IS the prachcal knowledge of new skills and abilities
And thus m co-operative mquiry, education and soaal
achon may become fully mtegrated with the research
process
(Reason 1988)

Action
Nursmg is dnven
by research

Furthermore, although most proponents of co-operahve
mquiry favour quabtahve mterventions, it is an approach
to research which can accommodate any method The
co-operative mquirer is therefore free to chose fi-om
queshormaires at one end of the spectrum to m-depth
mterviews at the other, thus demonshatmg that level 3
research is not constramed by the quantitative-quabtative
schism Indeed, the only conshamt on the level 3
researcher who wishes to employ this methodology is
that the mquiry group of which he/she is a member
should retam conhol over the use to which the findings
are put and benefit directly from the research outcomes
Justice cannot be done here to the full nchness of
co-operahve mqiury, and the mterested reader is referred
to two edited texts Human Inquiry (Reason & Rowan
1981) and Human Inquiry in Aciion (Reason 1988)

research is conceptualized m terms of the methodological approach employed, this new model categonzes
approaches to research accordmg to the aims of the
project and the point in the research process at which
findmgs are made pubbc Three levels are suggested,
resultmg m outcomes related to explanation, understandmg imd faabtahng change This model is summanzed in
Table 1
The example of nursmg responses to patients who
have attempted suiade will be used to illustrate the
differences between research projeds at the three levels
A level 1 study of suiade might ask the question, 'What
are the soaal and demographic factors assoaated with
suiade attempts?', with the aim of explainmg the relationship between attempted suicide and vanables such
as sociai class, age and gender In order to answer such a
question, a qujmhtahve approach would probably be
taken, f>erhaps admmistenng questionnaires to the managers of Acadent & Emergency departments of hospitals
The aim of the study would be to present statishcal data
showing correlations between vanables m as objective a
way as possible, thereby providmg mformation for use m
plannmg nursmg services and contnbutmg to the development of nursmg as a research-informed profession

APPLYING THE MODEL

Qualitative approach

It IS argued m this paper that the current dispute among
nurse researdiers between advocates of quanhtahve and
qualitahve methodologies reflects the agenda of the
soaal saences, which sees advances m knowledge as the
goal of research However, if it is agreed that the aim of
nursmg research is to enhance prachce, a new model of
research distmd from that employed m the social saences
IS reqiured
This paper presents such a model, based on a new way
of thinkmg about and plannmg research m terms of
outcome rather than method. Whereas traditional soaal

A level 2 study mto suiade might ask, 'Why do people
attempt suicide'', with the aun of understandmg patients'
reasons and motives It is likely that a quabtative
approach would be employed, possibly usmg semistructured or m-depth mterviews with patients who had
made attempts on their own bves The aim of the study
would be to encourage the subjeds to mterpret and
analyse theu- stated reasons for attemptmg suiade,
extendmg existmg knowledge m this field, and contnbutmg to the development of nursmg as a research-based
profession
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A level 3 study mto suiade might ask, 'How can the
rate of attempted suicide be reduced?', with the aun of
directly changmg the number of presentations to the
A & E department Either qualitative or quantitative approaches could be employed m a co-operative mquiry, or
else the method of reflective practice might be used In
the latter case, nurses would be encouraged to reflect on
their work with patients who had made suicide attempts,
perhaps usmg cntical madent analysis to examme good
and bad examples from their own practice New approaches to worhng with these patients could be tned
out in dmical situations, their effechveness reflected upon
and modifications made accordingly
In this way, the nurse would construct 'a situational
repertoire which is forever being expanded and modified
to meet new situations' (Schon 1983), becoming an
expert with 'a deep background understanding of dmical
situahons based upon many past paradigm cases' (Benner
1984) In addition, nursmg practice would also benefit
directly, smce the very act of domg the research produces
changes and improvements m the way nurses respond to
their pahents The aim of the project would therefore be
to promote nursmg action and to contnbute to nursmg as
a research-dnven profession

CONCLUSION
While recognizing the unportance of research at levels 1
and 2, it is argued that more attention needs to be given
to level 3 research, m which shategies for change are
built into the research process itself Rather than academics formulatmg purely theoretical research questions and
hypotheses, practismg nurses themselves should be askmg questions which directly challenge existmg practice,
and carrying out research which will have a direct impact
on patient care
It IS only by adoptmg an appropriate model of research
for a practice-based disciplme that nursmg can move
forward and address issues of relevance and unportance
to real nurses and patients m actual dmical situations
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